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INTRODUCTION: 
Life’s Simple 7 score is a new measure of cardiovascular health (CVH) published by the American Heart Association (AH
A) in 2010 to track health status in relation to a 2020 strategic goal to improve CVH of Americans. Life’s Simple 7 is based
 on 4 modifiable health behaviors, including nonsmoking, healthy diet, physical activity, and body mass index (BMI), and 3
 modifiable biological factors, including blood pressure (BP), total cholesterol, and fasting glucose (Table 1). The aim of thi
s retrospective study was to determine whether Life simple 7 score may be associated with postoperative delirium after tot
al knee arthroplasty(TKA). We hypothesized that POD would occur at a higher rate among patients who had low Life’s sim
ple 7 score. 
METHODS: 
The data described in this study was limited, because it was retrospectively obtained from medical chart review. We enroll
ed 1061 patients who had undergone TKA from January 2012 to January 2020. We excluded patients who underwent TK
A bilaterally and those undergoing revision TKA. Finally, a total of 973 out of 1061 eligible patients were included in the st
udy.  
RESULTS: 
A total of 973 patients were included in the study. Table 2, 3 outlines several differences in categorical variable analysis b
etween the two groups. As a result of Chi-
squared test & Fisher’s exact test, sex(male), type of anesthesia(nerve block), preoperatively duloxetine administration, p
ostoperatively transfusion, intraoperatively hypotension and intraoperatively hypothermia were found to be statistically sig
nificant. Among the underlying disease, statistically significant results were found in HTN, DM, renal disease, solid tumor, 
Parkinson's disease, and insomnia. Table 4 shows the T-
test results for continuous variable analysis, and statistically significant results were obtained in age, life simple 7 score, c
harlson comorbidity index, BUN, and Cr. 
As a result of obtaining the odds ratio for each variable through multivariate logistic regression analysis (table 5), statistica
lly significant results were found in differences in type of anesthesia (comparing general anesthesia and nerve block), pre
operatively duloxetine administration, Parkinson's disease, intraoperatively hypotension, age at surgery, and life simple 7 
score. Among them, the largest odds ratio was obtained from the difference in anesthesia method comparing general ane
sthesia and nerve block (244,637) so it was significantly associated with postoperative delirium. Next, Age (1.074), Life si
mple 7 score (0.446), Intraop hypotension (0.194), Duloxetine (0.171), Parkinson's disease (0.126) in that order Odds rati
o is high. 
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION: 
In the present study, type of anesthesia (comparing general anesthesia and nerve block), preoperatively duloxetine admin
istration, Parkinson's disease, intraoperatively hypotension, age at surgery, and life simple 7 score were identified as inde
pendent risk factors for postoperative delirium following a TKA. In particular, type of anesthesia (comparing general anest
hesia and nerve block) was most significant risk factor for postoperative delirium.  
The second factor with the highest odds ratio was the age of the patient at the time of surgery. It is explained that this occ
urs as the brain ages, the brain capacity declines, which causes anatomical changes of loss of synapses of nerve cells an
d changes in neurotransmitters occur, resulting in difficulties in memory and concentration which can result in the sympto
m of delirium. 
The life simple 7 score, the hypothesis of this study, was the third highest odd-
ratio factor. High cardiovascular health (CVH) can be thought of as lowering the risk of postoperative delirium. 
Preoperative duloxetine administration is associated with increased POD 
Underlying Parkinson’s disease is predictors for POD. 



 

 

 

  

 

 


